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Dear Hon Max Trenorden

SUBMISSION TO INQUIRY INTO ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION
MANAGEMENT BY WESTERN POWER AND HORIZON ENERGY
Thank you for the opportunity to provide the City's input into this inquiry. The City of Belmont's
submission is a series of observations with regard to Western Power and its
distribution/transmission pole management practices and these observations fall under the
categories of pole management/relocation and removal, underground power, public safety and
general comments .

Pole Management/Relocation and Removal
It is the City's experience that in the planning and designing for road and/or drainage works
(design including the removal or relocation of wood power poles, the raising or undergrounding
of power lines, or the installation of street lights) the City must add a minimum of 6 additional
months to the Works programme to allow for delays in having the necessary works undertaken
by Western Power. Due to these time delays works may:•
•

•

be deferred to be done in future financial year; or
the design compromised (redesigned) to reduce/eliminate the need for the power pole
works to be done in the first instance i.e. Council finds another way of doing the job
which is not necessarily in the communities best interests; or
be deferred due to the cost of the power pole works being equal to or exceeding the
cost of the planned road or drainage works.

It should be noted that any deferral of works is not ideal as it impacts on the,~;;a::::========
City's annual works programme and in turn the amount of work available for
the City's workforce.

The City would like to see the time delay from initial request to job completion of the power
pole works at least halved to reduce the impact to the City and its local community. The
process for requesting a pole removal/relocation or installation of a streetlight is long winded
and cumbersome i.e.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Council fills in an application for works
WP replies notifying Council of the receipt of application and advises of the job number
WP sends out an estimate and a form for request for firm quote
If Council wishes to proceed Council fill in form and sent the request for firm quote back
with a purchase order for the design fee
WP replies with the firm quote and a form for quote acceptance.
If Council wishes to proceed , the quote acceptance form is completed and sent back to
WP with a purchase order.
WP responds with a payment received letter and advises 4 - 12 weeks for completion
of works.

In July 2007, the City sought information from Western Power regarding the pole replacement
programme for each locality within the City of Belmont. Western Power's response was "Pole
replacements in aI/localities are a continuous programme based on results of ongoing periodic
.
pole inspections and testing".
The mean age of wooden power poles within the 6 suburbs which form the City of Belmont
(Belmont, Cloverdale, Rivervale, Ascot, Kewdale and Redcliffe) is 21.9 years. It is noted from
EnergySafety's 2008 Distribution Wood Pole Audit Review that Western Power has a 4 year
cycle inspection program for wood power poles. It is · suggested all wood power poles
exceeding 20 years of age be replaced with an underground power network. This would also
dramatically reduce the cost of wood distribution pole inspections particularly given the stated
contractual costs of $10m per annum for pole inspection activity. $10m per annum would be
much better spent upgrading the energy network as this would not only reduce/eliminate the
cost of pole inspections but would also reduce the cost of repairs to the pole network due to
storm damage.

Underground Power

It is with interest that the City has noted from Western Power's Annual Reliability & Power
Quality Report - Financial Year Ending June 2009 the significant number of statements
made such as "Outages due to inclement weather, bushfires and other environmental issues
are typical/y outside the control of an energy network business" or "These outages were
predominately due to events beyond Western Power's control such as storm activity (wind and
lightning " or again "... factors beyond Western Power's control such as storm damage ... "
It would seem logical then, from a local government point of view, for Western Power to
consider a serious review of mitigation strategies such as the undergrounding of distribution
and perhaps transmission lines. The City acknowledges that Western Power, in
partnership with the State Government is working with the State Underground
Power Program (SUPP) but the City feels that as an energy network
business, the State and Western Power are failing in their
obligations to customers (the local community) to provide a
reliable and quality service .
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With the implications of Climate Change, inclement weather, severe storms and bushfires are
on the increase. Western Power should be moving beyond the limitations of the State
Underground Power Program and actively working towards undergrounding power lines for the
entire above ground network (where feasible). One could surmise that the only reason the
SUPP is in place is so the State and Western Power do not have to fully fund the upgrading of
its network.
Western Power's report Annual Reliability & Power Quality Report - Financial Year Ending
June 2009, also states that "Urban area customers experiencing more than 9 interruptions in
2008109 were predominantly within the outer suburbs of the South East and Eastern parts of
the Perth Metropolitan region .... " Research undertaken by the Eastern Metropolitan Regional
Council and reported at its Ordinary Meeting of Council on 27 August 2009, confirms this and
has identified that of the 39 Metropolitan Regional Projects undertaken as part of the SUPP,
only one project has been undertaken within Perth's Eastern Region. It begs the question "Is
the SUPP really working to protect power reliability of the network and the safety and security
of the community?" particularly as one of the major selection criteria for the SUPP relates to
the number of network failures i.e. power outages.
It is the City of Belmont's view that the State and Western Power should be taking much more
responsibility in the upgrading of energy network services and be made more accountable for
the reliability of its network. With the ever increasing cost to underground power lines it is no
longer viable for the local community to be made responsible to pay for the cost of
undergrounding power lines. The provision of an energy network is a State responsibility and
the State should be paying the full cost to upgrade its infrastructure.

Public Safety

At the local level the main safety concerns relate to whether adequate maintenance of power
poles, stay wires and pole base supports/reinforcement is sufficient to mitigate against:•
•
•
•
•
•

Pole top fires
Pole fires (other than pole top fires)
Insect damage
Vegetation interference
Car/machinery vs pole incidents
Storm damage (wind and lightning)

In October 2007, the City obtained data from Western Power in relation to the nature of power
outage fault frequency and type for the suburbs within the City's boundaries for the 12 months
to July 2007. The four highest ranking faults were registered for fires - not pole top (8),
vegetation interference (11) and wilful damage (26), wind - including debris (4), other faults
included emergency outages (2), human error(2), unknowns (2), insect damage (1), and
vehicle/mach/tool (2). It could be said that based on a cause and effect principle, if power lines
were placed underground, the incidence of the highest ranking faults would be
eliminated and risk to the community mitigated, reduced costs of labour and
materials and improved safety for property owners and road commuters.
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Overall, the highest frequencies of powe r outage faults were situated in Rivervale (25) and
Belmont (13) with a total number of 38 (out of 58 fo r the City) power outages for these suburbs
for the 12 month period to July 2007 . The number of residents and commercial properties
impacted by these outages and the duration of these outages is not known , nor is the
economic or social impact.
Below is an extract from Western Power's 2007/08 Annual Report. It is of concern to the City
that 60.5% of maintenance expenditure is being spent on Corrective Emergency repairs with
another 32.1 % on Corrective Deferred repairs and it is obvious that Western Power is so busy
"fighting fires " that it does not have the capacity to upgrade its network (underground power
lines) without such upgrades be ing undertaken through the SUPP/LEP.
The City
acknowledges that Western Power is focussing on the upgrading and replacement of
substations but the State should be, as pa rt of its obligations to provide an energy network and
as a mitigation strategy under State Emergency Management preparedness measures,
making a greater or full contribution to the undergrounding of power in order to ensure
continuity of supply to the community (both residential and commercial/industrial) during
emergency events.
MAINTENANCE
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•
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General Comments

With regards to the use of other materials beside wood fo r electrical transmission and
distribution poles, this is moot as from the City's perspective , as conside ration should only be
given to undergrounding power lines so as to improve safety (property damage, storm damage
and car vs pole incidents), network reliability, and visual amenity. The installation of massive
concrete or steel poles is visually unattractive and intrusive and would potentially
result in more damage , injury and death in car vs pole incidents.
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It is apparent that there are still significant failings with Western Powers policies, procedures,
specifications and guidelines documentation or lack thereof. If the documentation, processes,
procedures, specifications and guidelines were sufficiently in place then perhaps the
management practices of wooden distribution and transmission poles would not be in question.
It seems apparent from EnergySafety's 2008 Distribution Wood Pole Audit Review or Western
Power's Annual Planning Report (2009) that little is being considered in the way of reducing
the extent of wooden pole replacements by undergrounding services as resources are being
diverted to supporting a network that is currently struggling to keep up with urban/rural growth.
In July 2007, the City of Belmont was successful in obtaining funding of $250 000 under the
States Localised Enhancement Program (LEP) for undergrounding power in the Belvidere
Street Shopping Precinct. Given the project costs are estimated at $693 061 for a 363m
length of the network, it is paramount that the State and Western Power seriously consider
increasing the level of funding allocated to LEP and SUPP programs. The City will be actively
pursuing the State and Western Power to allocate more funds to these programs to ensure
such programs are viable and worth the cost of submitting applications. The benefits are
definable but the cost to the community is no longer viable.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment and should you have any queries or wish to
discuss any matters contained in this letter, please do not hesitate to contact Mr Ric Lutey,
Director Technical Services on 9477 7280.
Yours faithfully

. tuart Cole
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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